Schneider Electric Solar Opens Online Store

- Customers can now purchase Schneider Electric’s solar products from their Solar online store
- The shoppers can expect modern online shopping experiences such as mobile access, flexible shipping, stock levels, and customer reviews
- The North American store ships to the US, Puerto Rico, and Canada

Burnaby, BC – April 20th, 2021 – Schneider Electric Solar has announced the Schneider Electric Solar Store, an e-commerce store where customers can purchase Schneider Electric’s solar products. Schneider Electric Solar is looking to enhance the experience of their customers with the convenience of online shopping.

The Schneider Electric Solar Store offers easy navigation to find all current Schneider Electric solar products that are available in the North American market, including the XW Pro and SW hybrid inverters, MPPT charge controllers, power distribution panels, InsightHome and InsightFacility edge devices, as well as accessories.

Customers can select expedited shipping options for locations in the United States, Puerto Rico, and Canada. Products can be shipped in multiple shipments on the dates customers requested. Solar installers can also make purchases and ship the products directly to homeowners.

The shoppers can expect key online shopping experiences such as:

- Access from desktop, mobile, or tablet
- Flexible shipping options
- Product availability
- Advanced navigation and search functions
- Quick order
- Detailed product descriptions, including specs and links to datasheets
- Customer reviews
- Online payment
- Guest checkout option

“The Covid-19 pandemic accelerated the digitalization in both workplaces and households. We built the Schneider Electric Solar Store to make it easy for our customers to purchase our solar products online,” says Bernhard Kiechl, VP of Marketing, Research & Development, Schneider Electric Solar. “The e-commerce store is another way to establish a long-term relationship with our customers and help them get access to clean and resilient energy supplies.”

To purchase Schneider Electric solar products, please visit shop-us.solar.se.com.
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